Abstract ─ The concept of the folded bowtie wideband antennas is introduced in this paper. To this aim, the design procedure employs a Peano space-filling curve approach which leads to an entire family of combined bowtie-Peano antennas (BPA). The new structures efficiently blend the broadband performance of bowtie antennas with the compactness of Peano forms. In this context, two alternative devices are proposed and thoroughly investigated. Numerical results derived by means of a finite-difference time-domain (FDTD) technique clearly reveal the behavior and the merits of the novel radiators, signifying, also, the feasibility of bandwidth enhancement at specific resonances.
I. INTRODUCTION
An issue of paramount significance in contemporary RF technology is the multi-parametric design of highly competent and reliable antennas. When embedded in wireless networks or advanced communication systems, these structures are expected to exhibit various benefits, like compactness combined with functionality in lower frequencies, irrespective of their physical size. The primary idea for the accomplishment of the prior features at a single antenna is to fold a dipole in such a manner that fits into a small area, yet preserving its resonances at the same frequency regions. From this viewpoint, space filling curves [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] can be utilized to meet these requirements and effectively tackle any shortcomings of the design process. Among them, Peano antennas [6] [7] [8] comprise a practical and proficient selection with respect to high compression ratio. In fact, their small electrical size associated with a satisfactory multi-band behaviour can easily justify their noteworthy contribution in diverse applications.
Of critical essence, as well, is the wideband performance of wireless RF apparatuses. A popular structure for broadband designs is the bowtie antenna [9] [10] [11] . Although, its overall operation resembles that of a dipole, this particular radiator attains a sufficiently enhanced bandwidth. On the other hand, careful research on this aspect has confirmed that Peano space-filling curves can lead to miniaturized configurations with acute, but narrowband, resonances [12] [13] [14] . As a consequence, it becomes apparent that the combination of the preceding concepts is likely to provide adequately wideband and noticeably compact devices, which meet all modern antenna functional standards.
It is the objective of this paper to elaborately examine the radiation characteristics of efficient bowtie structures folded in terms of the Peano space-filling curve. Two novel antennas are carefully designed in order to merge the desired attributes of the aforementioned designs. In the first case, a bowtie-shaped metallic path is introduced, while in the latter the outline of Peano's footprint is transformed into a bowtie shape. The performance of the combined bowtie-Peano antennas (BPA) is numerically studied via a finite-difference time-domain (FDTD) scheme and compared to that of a typical Peano antenna, considering the multiple resonances of both devices. Analysis proves that the proposed structures achieve notably improved bandwidths with very limited dimensions.
II. CONVENTIONAL PEANO ANTENNA
Space filling curves constitute a mathematical conception for the compression of a straight line Fig. 1 . Geometry of the Peano curves for the first four iteration orders. into a restricted area. A well-known representative is the Peano curve, shown in Fig. 1 
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with k v the ν-th iterative enforcement of k. Finally, all coordinates represented in the ternary system are transformed into their decimal counterparts.
Implementing the above algorithm and bearing in mind the fundamental properties of space compression, it is feasible to design specific antennas with a high level of compactness. The topology of the antenna studied, herein, is a top-loaded monopole, exploiting the 2 nd order Peano curve to form a metallic path, as depicted in Fig. 2a ground. In this framework, based on the gamma match excitation of dipoles [15] , a matching network to a 50 Ω source is created, without the need of any external apparatus.
The metallic path of the antenna is constrained on a 19.1 mm × 19.1 mm footprint, whereas path width w is, respectively, set to 1.49 mm and 2.11 mm for the two designs under investigation. A 1.5 mm thick substrate with a dielectric permittivity of 2.21 is selected to provide the appropriate mechanical support to the antenna. Moreover, the distance between the substrate and the ground plane is set to h = 8.5 mm, while the radius of the cylindrical shorting posts is r = 0.5 mm. For our simulations, a 3-D FDTD technique in conjunction with a 6-cell perfectly matched layer (PML) absorber for open-boundary termination [16] , is developed. In view of these structural data, a detailed parametric study is conducted regarding the substrate's height and the radius of the shorting posts. Actually, the role of these two parameters in the achievement of the correct matching and the desired behavior is deemed decisive. From the analysis, it is evident that, when h increases (Fig. 3a) or r decreases (Fig. 3b) , a shift of the S 11 parameter towards lower frequencies occurs. Also, to obtain a more general view of the antenna's operation, its surface current distribution at the frequency of 2.52 GHz is illustrated in Fig. 4 , in which minimum values are observed near the center of the device.
(a) (b) Fig. 3 . Variation of the S 11 parameter for different values of (a) the substrate's height and (b) the radius of the shorting posts.
III. COMBINED BPA CONFIGURATION
The broadband behavior of the bowtie antenna (Fig. 5a ) can be exploited to circumvent the bandwidth restrictions of the conventional Peano structures. The proposed configuration according to the folded bowtie concept is shown in Fig. 5b , where modifications have been conducted only at the bowtie shaped metallic path. In this context, slope s, describing the tangent of the bowtie's angle, is introduced as an additional parameter to distinguish the new device from the conventional one. Here, s is set to 0.0035, while the width of the initial path is 1.49 mm. Therefore, the final value of w is 2.11 mm in order to enable comparisons with the aforementioned Peano designs. To this goal, Fig. 6 performs a comparison between two conventional Peano designs and the combined BPA through the variation of the S 11 parameter. Furthermore, the spectral features of the three radiating arrangements are summarized in Table 1 . As deduced, in contrast to the Peano antenna with the smaller path width, the BPA presents a significantly enhanced bandwidth (7 times broader) at the resonant frequency of 10.26 GHz, whereas the fundamental resonance vanishes. In addition, a frequency shifting of roughly 1 GHz is observed for the BPA. On the other hand, when comparing the BPA with the other Peano antenna, an improved bandwidth (3 times broader) is discerned at the resonant frequency of 4.755 GHz Proceeding with our study, the surface current distributions of the combined BPA at the extra resonances of 4.755 GHz and 10.26 GHz are shown in Fig. 7. Finally, Fig. 8 depicts the radiation patterns of all structures at certain resonant frequencies. It is apparent that minor deviations are introduced by the BPA arrangement. Nevertheless, its maximum gain is slightly decreased. Particularly, the BPA exhibits a gain of 4.4 dB at 4.755 GHz versus the 6.3 dB at 5.715 GHz of the conventional antennas (Fig. 8a) . Also, a gain of 6.4 dB at 10.26 GHz in opposition to the 7.8 dB at 10.2 GHz is observed in Fig. 8b . 
IV. ALTERNATIVE BPA DESIGN WITH A BOWTIE OUTLINE
In contrast to the radiating arrangement of the previous section, which is implemented by a bowtie shaped metallic path, the antenna designed, herein, presents a constant path width of w = 1.5 mm. However, the outline of its footprint is altered into a bowtie frame prescribed by an angle of 2φ (φ = 22 o ), as illustrated in Fig. 9 . The feed of the device remains the same, separating the structure into two sub-antennas, the end-points of which are denoted from the corners of the Peano curve at the shorting posts and the center of the coaxial probe. Note that angle 2φ introduces an asymmetry in the dimensions of the two sub-devices and hence the two parts of the metallic path have different lengths. In spite of angle 2φ and the consequent change of the footprint's shape, the area occupied is identical. So, a comparison with the conventional antenna of the same footprint can be readily performed. Additionally, the height of the substrate measured from the ground plane is h = 16 mm, the substrate thickness is b = 1.5 mm, and its dielectric permittivity is 2.21 to achieve the proper matching.
To comprehend the role of the modification in the alternative BPA, Fig. 10 presents the impact of the substrate's height, the radius of the shorting posts, and the angle. Notice that matching as well as the desired performance is attained, while a shift towards lower frequencies is observed, as h increases or r decreases. Also, as φ decreases, the two distinct resonances get closer and tend to merge. Next, a comparison between the conventional Peano antenna and the alternative BPA design is attempted. Hence, Fig. 11 gives the variation of the S 11 parameter and Table 2 summarizes the spectral characteristics of the resonant frequencies. From the results, the alternative BPA reveals a clear separation of the conventional Peano's first resonance into two adequately deep discrete regions. This can be mainly attributed to the asymmetry in the dimensions of the two sub-antennas. So, different path lengths lead to two distinct resonances. Also, the alternative BPA presents an enhanced bandwidth (6 and 4 times broader) at the resonant frequencies of 7.365 GHz and 8.04 GHz, respectively, in contrast to the typical Peano configuration. However, a reduced bandwidth is observed at the resonant frequencies of 1.575 GHz and 9.9 GHz. This minor discrepancy can be basically attributed to the asymmetry introduced by the alternative arrangement. Nevertheless, the majority of the resonances retain their enhanced performance. Hence, it is derived that the alternative BPA can attain an improved wideband behavior through the tuning of its design parameters.
Concerning the radiation performance of the alternative BPA, Fig. 12 displays its surface current distribution at the resonant frequency of 1.575GHz. Recalling the results of Table 2 , a gain enhancement is deduced at all resonant frequencies. In addition, Fig. 13 compares the radiation patterns of a conventional Peano and the proposed an-tenna at specific resonant frequencies. Expressly, the alternative BPA attains a gain of 4.2 dB at 1.905 GHz versus the 3 dB at 1.86 GHz of the typical Peano device (Fig. 13a) . Moreover, a gain of 10.2 dB at 8.04 GHz as opposed to the 7.8 dB at 8.265 GHz is detected in Fig. 13b . Finally, the shapes of the radiation patterns are not seriously modified despite the geometrical changes. V. CONCLUSION A new family of combined bowtie-Peano antennas with highly compact dimensions has been presented and comprehensively explored in this paper. The overall analysis verified a considerably enhanced operational bandwidth at certain resonances. Furthermore, a slight reduction in gain levels unveils a trade-off between the gain and the broadband behavior of the combined BPA. Nonetheless for the alternative BPA, a gain improvement at each resonance has been achieved, indicating that the proposed devices could be successfully incorporated in an assortment of modern miniaturized microwave implementations. He has served in numerous administrative positions and as a chairman of many conference organizing committees. He is the author of 8 books and over 250 refereed journal and conference papers. His research areas, primarily, focus on electromagnetic field analysis by energy methods, computational (frequency-and time-domain) electromagnetics, metamaterials and double-negative media, photonic crystals, inverse and EMC problems. Prof. Tsiboukis is a member of various societies, chambers, associations, and institutions, and has been the recipient of several awards and distinctions.
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